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At ACCU Translations, we pride ourselves on our ability to serve a wide range of industries. From
the E-Learning industry to the Defense industry, we can do it all!

E-Learning

With the help of ACCU Translations, any online training courses provided by your company can be
made readily available to people all around the world in a language that they can understand. With
ACCU Translationsâ€™ guarantee of precision and accuracy, you can rest assured that your trainees
are gaining the knowledge they need to succeed in their positions.

Energy

Always ahead of the curve, ACCU Translations can offer expertise on renewable and non-
renewable energy sources to both domestic and international energy companies. By ensuring you
have all the translation services you need, ACCU Translations can assist you in responding to
requests for proposals from government departments or Crown corporations. From user manuals
and marketing materials, to customer information, ACCU Translations can cover all sorts of projects
for the energy sector.

Consumer Electronics

We know from experience that a poorly written consumer electronic user manual can be, well,
frustrating! At ACCU Translations, we pride ourselves on our attention to detail when it comes to
translation and localization. With our help, you can rest assured that your user manual will be easy
to understand no matter what language itâ€™s in.

Video Gaming Manuals

It seems like video game players speak an entirely different language! Luckily, at ACCU we have
our fair share of gamers. If you need a video game manual translated in a way that gamers all over
the world will understand, trust ACCU. Weâ€™re ahead of the game in terms of video game â€œspeakâ€• plus,
we understand your target market.

Aerospace

All aspects of the aerospace industry require perfection. Thatâ€™s why ACCU Translations is a top
choice when it comes to providing translation services in this sector. Our translators are considered
experts on this subject and possess all the certifications required to face all of the challenges
Aerospace organizations may present them with.

Defence: Air, Sea and Land

ACCU Translations understands the need for confidentiality when it comes to the defence industry.
Defence companies choose ACCU because of our extensive experience and knowledge in the
defence industry. Fully certified to serve the defense industry, ACCU Translations offers all the
attention to detail you could ask for!
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Robert Vadra - About Author:
At ACCU Translations, we offer multilingual translation, including a French Translation, a Spanish
Translation, German translation and more. Our highly trained experts understand that precision and
accuracy are of the utmost importance when it comes to your translation needs.For more
information about the industries we service, visit us online at http://www.accutranslation.com
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